Multiple-antenna wireless communication links promise very high data rates with low error probabilities, especially when the wireless channel response is known at the receiver. In practice, knowledge of the channel is often obtained by sending known training symbols to the receiver. We show how training affects the capacity of a fading channel-too little training and the channel is improperly learned, too much training and there is no time left for data transmission before the channel changes. We use an information-theoretic approach to compute the optimal amount of training as a function of the received signal-to-noise ratio, fading coherence time, and number of transmitter antennas. When the training and data powers are allowed to vary, we show that the optimal number of training symbols is equal to the number of transmit antennas-this number is also the smallest training interval length that guarantees meaningful estimates of the channel matrix. When the training and data powers are instead required to be equal, the optimal number of symbols may be larger than the number of antennas. As side results, we obtain the worst-case power-constrained additive noise in a matrix-valued additive noise channel, and show that training-based schemes are highly suboptimal at low SNR.
Introduction
Multiple-antenna wireless communication links promise very high data rates with low error probabilities, especially when the wireless channel response is known at the receiver [1, 2] . To learn the channel, the receiver often requires the transmitter to send known training signals during some portion of the transmission interval. An early study of the effect of training on channel capacity is [3] where it is shown that, under certain conditions, by choosing the number of transmit antennas to maximize the throughput in a wireless channel, one generally spends half the coherence interval training. We, however, address a different problem: given a multi-antenna wireless link with M transmit antennas, N receive antennas, coherence interval of length T (in symbols), and SNR , how much of the coherence interval should be spent training?
Our solution is based on a lower bound on the information-theoretic capacity achievable with trainingbased schemes. An example of a training-based scheme that has attracted recent attention is BLAST [2] where an experimental prototype has achieved 20 bits/sec/Hz data rates with 8 transmit and 12 receive antennas. The lower bound allows us to compute the optimal amount of training as a function of , T, M, and N. We are also able to identify some occasions where training imposes a substantial information-theoretic penalty, especially at low SNR or when the coherence interval T is only slightly larger than the number of transmit antennas M.
In these regimes, training to learn the entire channel matrix is highly suboptimal. Conversely, if the SNR is high and T is much larger than M, then training-based schemes can come very close to achieving capacity.
We show that if optimization over the training and data powers is allowed, then the optimal number of training symbols is always equal to the number of transmit antennas. If the training and data powers are instead required to be equal, then the optimal number of symbols can be larger than the number of antennas.
The reader can get a sample of the results given in this paper by glancing at the figures in Section 4. These figures present a capacity lower bound (that is sometimes tight) and the optimum training intervals as a function of the number of transmit antennas M, receive antennas N, the fading coherence time T and SNR .
Channel Model and Problem Statement
We assume that the channel obeys the simple discrete-time block-fading law, where the channel is constant for some discrete time interval T, after which it changes to an independent value which it holds for another interval T, and so on. This is an appropriate model for TDMA-or frequency-hopping-based systems, and is a tractable approximation of a continuously fading channel model such as Jakes' [4] . We further assume that channel estimation (via training) and data transmission is to be done within the interval T, after which new training allows us to estimate the channel for the next T symbols, and so on.
Within one block of T symbols, the multiple-antenna model is
where X is a T N received complex signal matrix, the dimension N representing the number of receive antennas. The transmitted signal is S, a T M complex matrix where M is the number of transmit antennas. The M N matrix H represents the channel connecting the M transmit to the N receive antennas, and V is a T N matrix of additive noise. The matrices H and V both comprise independent random variables with whose mean-square is unity. We also assume that the entries of the transmitted signal S have unit mean-square. Thus, is the expected received SNR at each receive antenna. We let the additive noise V have zero-mean unit-variance independent complex-Gaussian entries. Although we often also assume that the entries of H are also zero-mean complex-Gaussian distributed, many of our results do not require this assumption.
Training-based schemes
Since H is not known to the receiver, training-based schemes dedicate part of the transmitted matrix S to be a known training signal from which we learn H. In particular, training-based schemes are composed of the following two phases.
Training Phase:
Here we may write
where S is the matrix of training symbols sent over T time samples and known to the receiver, and is the SNR during the training phase. (We allow for different transmit powers during the training and data transmission phases.) Because S is fixed and known, there is no expectation in the normalization of (2). The observed signal matrix X 2 C T N and S are used to construct an estimate of the channel
Two examples include the ML (maximum-likelihood) and LMMSE (linear minimum-mean-square-
To obtain a meaningful estimate of H, we need at least as many measurements as unknowns, which implies that N T > N M or T > M.
Data Transmission Phase:
Here we may write 
whereH = H ?Ĥ is the channel estimation error.
This two-phase training and data process is equivalent to partitioning the matrices in (1) as
Conservation of time and energy yield
Within the data transmission interval the estimateĤ is used to recover the data. It is clear that increasing T improves the estimateĤ, but if T is too large, then T d = T ? T is small and too little time is set aside for data transmission. In this note, we compute T to optimize the tradeoff of accuracy ofĤ versus the length of the data transmission interval T d .
Capacity and Capacity Bounds
In any training-based scheme, the capacity in bits/channel use is the maximum over the distribution of the 
Strictly speaking, as long the estimate of the channel matrixĤ = f(X ; S ) does not "throw away"
information, the choice of the channel estimate in (6) does not affect the capacity because the capacity depends only on the conditional distribution of H given S and X . But most practical data transmission schemes that employ training do throw away information because they use the estimateĤ as if it were correct. We assume that such a scheme is employed.
In particular, we find a lower bound on the capacity by choosing a particular estimate of the channel. We assume thatĤ is the conditional mean of H (which is the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimate), given S and X . We may write
whereH = H ?Ĥ is the zero-mean estimation error. By well-known properties of the conditional mean,Ĥ andH are uncorrelated.
From (6) , during the data transmission phase we may write
where V 0 d combines the additive noise and residual channel estimation error. The estimateĤ = f(X ; S )
is known and assumed by the training-based scheme to be correct; hence, the channel capacity of a trainingbased scheme is the same as the capacity of a known channel system, subject to additive noise with the power
There are two important differences between (10) and (1). In (10) the channel is known to the receiver whereas in (1) it is not. In (1) the additive noise is Gaussian and independent of the data whereas in (10) it is possibly neither. Finding the capacity of a training-based scheme requires us to examine the worst effect the additive noise can have during data transmission. We therefore wish to find
A similar argument for lower-bounding the mutual information in a scalar and multiple-access wireless channel is given in [5] . The worst-case noise is the content of the next theorem, which is proven in Appendix 
We also have the minimax property I V CN(0;R V;opt );S (X; S) 6 I V CN(0;R V;opt );S CN(0;R S;opt ) (X; S) = C worst 6 I V;S CN(0;R S;opt ) (X; S);
where R S;opt is the maximizing signal covariance matrix in (12) We may write the capacity bound as
The ratio
can therefore be considered as an effective SNR. This bound does not require H to be Gaussian.
The remainder of this paper is concerned with maximizing this lower bound. We consider choosing:
1. The training data S where R HX = E (vec H)(vec X ) and R X = E (vec X )(vec X ) . (The vec ( ) operator stacks all of the columns of its arguments into one long column; the above estimate of H can be rearranged to coincide with the LMMSE estimate given in (4).) Moreover, the distribution of X = q M S H + V is rotationallyinvariant from the right (p(X ) = p(X ), for all unitary ) since the same is true of H and V . This implies thatĤ and H, are rotationally invariant from the right. Therefore, applying Theorem 1 yields R V;opt = I N .
The choice of R S that maximizes the lower bound (16) depends on the distribution of H which, in turn, depends on the training signal S . But we are interested in designing S , and hence we turn the problem around by arguing that the optimal S depends on R S . That is, the choice of training signal depends on how the antennas are to be used during data transmission, which is perhaps more natural to specify first. Since we are interested in training-based schemes, the antennas are to be used as if the channel were learned perfectly at the receiver; thus, we choose R S = I M (see [1] ). Theorem 1 says that R S = I M is optimal when the distribution ofĤ is left rotationally invariant. Section 3.1 shows that the choice of S that maximizes e givesĤ this property. With R S = I M , we have
Finally, we note from Theorem 1 that the bounds (16) and (18) are tight if the MMSE estimate of H is used in the training phase, and V 0 d in (6) is Gaussian. However, V 0
Hence the bounds (16) and (18) become tight at low SNR . In Section 3.3.1 we use this tightness to conclude that training is suboptimal at low SNR. In Section 5 we show that these bounds are also tight at high SNR. We therefore expect these bounds to be reasonably tight for a wide range of SNR's.
Optimizing over S
The first parameter over which we can optimize the capacity bound is the choice of the training signal S . as the optimal solution; i.e., the training signal must be a multiple of a matrix with orthonormal columns. A similar conclusion is drawn in [3] when training for BLAST.
With this choice of training signal, we obtain
In fact, we have the stronger result
which implies that H = 1 ĤĤ has independent CN(0; 1) entries, and is therefore rotationally invariant.
Thus, (18) can be written as
where
and where H has independent CN(0; 1) entries.
Optimizing over the power allocation
Recall that the effective SNR is given by
and that the power allocation f d ; g enters the capacity formula via e only. Thus, we need to choose f d ; g to maximize e . To facilitate the presentation, let denote the fraction of the total transmit energy that is devoted to the data,
Therefore we may write
To maximize e over 0 < < 1 we consider the following three cases.
It readily follows that
and therefore that 
We summarize these results in a theorem. 
Theorem 2 (Optimal Power Distribution
When T d = M, we see that e = (T=4M) at high SNR, whereas e = (T 2 =4M 2 ) 2 at low SNR. At low SNR since = 1=2, half of the transmit energy ( T) is devoted to training, and the effective SNR (and consequently the capacity) is quadratic in .
Optimizing over T
All that remains is to determine the length of the training interval T . We show that setting T = M is optimal for any and T (provided that we optimize and d ). There is a simple intuitive explanation for this result. Increasing T beyond M linearly decreases the capacity through the T?T T term in (29), but only logarithmically increases the capacity through the higher effective SNR e . We therefore have a natural tendency to make T as small as possible. Although making T small loses accuracy in estimating H, we can compensate for this loss by increasing (even though this decreases d ). We have the following result, which is the last step in our list of optimizations. This theorem shows that the optimal amount of training is the minimum possible T = M, provided that we allow the training and data powers to vary. In Section 3.4 it is shown that if the constraint = d = is imposed, the optimal amount of training may be greater than M.
We can also make some conclusions about the transmit powers.
Corollary 2 (Transmit Powers). The training and data power inequalities
hold for all SNR .
To show this, we concentrate on the case T > 2M, and omit the remaining two cases since they are similar. From the definition of (24) But this is readily verified by squaring both sides, cancelling common terms, and applying the formula for (34). We also need to show that > . We could again use (24) and show that
But it is simpler to argue that conservation of energy T = d T d + T where T = T d + T immediately implies that if d < then > , and conversely. Thus, we spend more power for training when T > 2M, more power for data transmission when T < 2M, and the same power when T = 2M. We note that there have been some proposals for multiple-antenna differential modulation [6] , [7] that use M transmit antennas and an effective block size of T = 2M. These proposals can be thought of as a natural extension of standard single-antenna DPSK where the first half of the transmission (comprising M time samples across M transmit antennas) acts as a reference for the second half (also comprising M time samples). A differential scheme using orthogonal designs is proposed in [8] . In these proposals, both halves of the transmission are given equal power. But because T = 2M, Corollary 2 says that giving each half equal power is optimal in the sense of maximizing the capacity lower bound. Thus, these differential proposals fortuitously follow the information-theoretic prescription that we derive here.
Low SNR
We know from Theorem 3 that the optimum training interval is T = M. Nevertheless, we show that at low SNR the capacity is actually not sensitive to the length of the training interval. We use Theorem 2, equations (29) 
where in the first step we use log det ( ) = tr log( ), and in the second step we use the expansion log(I+A) = (log e)(A?A 2 =2+A 3 =3? ) for any matrix A with eigenvalues strictly inside the unit circle. Observe that the last expression is independent of T . From Corollary 1, at low SNR optimum throughput occurs at = 1 2 . We therefore have the freedom to choose T and in any way such that d T d = T = 1 2 T. In particular, we may choose = d = and T = T d = T=2, which implies that when we choose equal training and data powers, half of the coherence interval should be spent training. The next section has more to say about optimizing T when the training and data powers are equal.
The paragraph before Section 3.1 argues that our capacity lower bound (39) should be tight at low SNR.
We therefore infer that, at low power, the capacity with training is given by (40) and decays as 2 . However, the true channel capacity (which does not necessarily require training to achieve) decays as [9] , [10] . We therefore must conclude that training is highly suboptimal when is small.
Equal training and data power
A communication system often does not have the luxury of varying the power during the training and data phases. If we assume that the training and data symbols are transmitted at the same power = d = then (22) and (23) become
The effects and trade-offs involving the training interval length T can be inferred from the above formula. As we increase T our estimate of the channel improves and so e = 
This expression coincides with the expression obtained in Section 3.3.1. In other words, at low SNR if we transmit the same power during training and data transmission, we need to devote half of the coherence interval to training, and the capacity is quadratic in . For a given SNR , coherence interval T, and number of receive antennas N, we can calculate the capacity lower bound as a function of M. For M 1, the training-based capacity is small because there are few antennas, and for M T the capacity is again small because we spend the entire coherence interval training. We can seek the value of M that maximizes this capacity. Figures 5 and 6 show the capacity as a function of M for = 18 dB, N = 12, and two different values of T. We see that the capacity when T = 100 peaks at M 15 whereas it peaks at M 7 when T = 20. We have included both optimized and d and equal (41)), and the dashed line is optimized over the power allocation with T = M (Theorem 3). The dash-dotted line is the capacity when the receiver knows the channel perfectly. The maximum throughput is attained at M 15.
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severely hurt the data rate. This is especially true when M T, where the capacity for the known channel is greatest, but the capacity for the system that trains all M antennas is least.
Discussion and Conclusion
The lower bounds on the capacity of multiple-antenna training-based schemes show that optimizing over the power allocation and d makes the optimum length of the training interval T equal to M for all and T. where H has independent CN(0; 1) entries.
If we require the power allocation for training and transmission to be the same, then the length of the training interval can be longer than M, although simulations at high SNR suggest that it is not much longer. As the SNR decreases, however, the training interval increases until at low SNR it converges to half the coherence interval.
The lower bounds on the capacity suggest that training-based schemes are highly suboptimal when T is "close" to M. In fact, when T = M, the resulting capacity bound is zero since the training phase occupies the entire coherence interval. Figures 5 and 6 suggest that it is beneficial to use a training-based scheme with a smaller number of antennas M 0 < M. We may ask what is the optimal value of M 0 ? To answer this, we suppose that M antennas are available but we elect to use only M 0 6 M of them in a training-based scheme. Equation (45) 
This argument implies that at high SNR the optimal number of transmit antennas to use in a trainingbased scheme is K = min(M; N; T=2). We argue in Section 3 that the whole process of training is highly suboptimal at low SNR. We now ask whether the same is true at high SNR, and whether our bounds are tight? The answer to this question can be found in the recent work [11] of Zheng and Tse where it is shown that at high SNR the leading term of the actual channel capacity (without imposing any constraints such as training) is ? 1 ? K T K log . Thus, in the leading SNR term (as ! 1), training-based schemes are optimal, provided we use K = min(M; N; T=2) transmit antennas. (A similar conclusion is also drawn in [11] ). We see indications of this result in Figure 5 where the maximum throughput is attained at M 15 versus the predicted high SNR value of K = 12, and in Figure 6 at M 7 versus the predicted K = 10.
We noted in the paragraph before Section 3.1 that our training-based capacity bounds are tight as ! 0, since the additive noise term behaves as Gaussian noise at low SNR. The resulting training-based performance is extremely poor because the training-based capacity behaves like 2 , whereas the actual capacity decays as . The exact transition between what should be considered "high" SNR where training yields acceptable performance versus "low" SNR where it does not, is not yet clear. Nevertheless, it is clear that a communication system that tries to achieve capacity at low SNR cannot use training.
A Proof of Worst-Case Noise Theorem
Consider the matrix-valued additive noise known channel
where H 2 C M N , is the known channel, S 2 C 1 M is the transmitted signal, and V 2 C 1 N is the additive noise. Assume further that the entries of S and V on the average have unit mean-square value, i.e., E 1 M SS = 1 and E 1 N V V = 1:
The goal in this appendix is to find the worst-case noise distribution for V in the sense that it minimizes the capacity of the channel (A.1) subject to the power constraints (A.2).
A.1 The additive Gaussian noise channel
We begin by computing the capacity of the channel (A.1) when V has a zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution with variance R V = E V V (additive Gaussian noise channel). We generalize the arguments of [1, 2] , which assume R V = I N , in a straightforward manner.
The capacity is the maximum, over all input distributions, of the mutual information between the received signal and known channel fX; Hg and the transmitted signal S. 
A.2 Uncorrelated noise-proof of worst-case noise theorem
To obtain the worst-case noise distribution for V satisfying (A.2), we shall first solve a special case when the noise V and the signal S are uncorrelated:
Any particular distribution on V yields an upper-bound on the worst case; choosing V to be zero-mean complex Gaussian with some covariance R V yields To obtain a lower bound on C worst , we compute the mutual information for the channel (A.1) assuming that S is zero-mean complex Gaussian with covariance matrix R S , but that the distribution on V is arbitrary.
Thus, I(X; SjH) = h(SjH) ? h(SjX; H) = log det eR S ? h(SjX; H):
Computing the conditional entropy h(SjX; H) requires an explicit distribution on V . However, if the covariance matrix cov(SjX; H) = E jX;H (S ? E jX;H S) (S ? E jX;H S) of the random variable S jX;H is known, h(SjX; H) has the upper bound h(SjX; H) 6 E log det ecov(SjX; H); since, among all random vectors with the same covariance matrix, the one with a Gaussian distribution has the largest entropy.
The following lemma gives a crucial property of cov(SjX; H). Its proof can be found in, for example, [12] . 
Since the above inequality holds for any R S and R V , we therefore have To prove the inequalities in (13), we note that the inequality on the left follows from the fact that in an additive
Gaussian noise channel the mutual-information-maximizing distribution on S is Gaussian. The inequality on the right follows from (A.7), where S is Gaussian.
All that remains to be done is to compute the optimizing R V;opt and R S;opt , when H is rotationallyinvariant. Consider first R S;opt . There is no loss of generality in assuming that R S is diagonal: if not, take its eigenvalue decomposition R S = U s U , where U is unitary and s is diagonal, and note that U H has the same distribution as H because H is left rotationally invariant. Now suppose that R S;opt is diagonal with possibly unequal entries. Then form a new covariance matrix R S = 1 M! P M! m=1 P m R S;opt P m = I M , where the P 1 ; : : : ; P M! are all possible M M permutation matrices. Since the "expected log-det" function in (A.9) is concave in R S , the value of the function cannot decrease with the new covariance. We therefore conclude that R S;opt = I M . A similar argument holds for R V;opt because the "expected log-det" function in (A.9) is convex in R V .
A.3 Correlated Noise
We can also find the worst case general additive noise, possibly correlated with the signal S. We do not use this result in the body of the paper because it is not always amenable to closed-form analysis. For simplicity, we assume a rotationally-invariant distribution for H. The worst-case uncorrelated noise V 0 has therefore the distribution CN(0; V 0 I N ), and the capacity for the We do not know how to find an explicit solution to the optimization problem (A.12) in general. When the 1 Recall that the transmitter has no knowledge of the channel H, and hence of the matrix A, so that it cannot minimize the noise channel is scalar, however, we can solve it easily. The resulting worst-case capacity is C = 8 < :
Corollary 3 (Scalar Case
Note that, when < 1, the noise has enough power to subtract out the effect of the signal so that the resulting capacity is zero. When > 1, however, the noise only subtracts out a "portion" of the signal and reserves the remainder of its power for independent Gaussian noise. The resulting worst-case capacity is log , as compared with log(1 + ), the worst-case capacity with uncorrelated noise. Thus, at high SNR, correlated noise does not affect the capacity much more than uncorrelated noise.
